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MESA, Arizonaâ€”Since the dawn of the space age NASA and other agencies have spent billions of dollars to reconnoiter
Marsâ€”assailing it with spacecraft flybys, photo-snapping orbiters and landers nose-diving onto its surface. The odds are good, many
scientists say, for the Red Planet being an extraterrestrial address for alien lifeâ€”good enough to sustain decadesâ€™ worth of landing
very expensive robots to ping it with radar, zap it with lasers, trundle across its terrain and scoop up its dirt. Yet against all odds (and
researchersâ€™ hopes for a watershed discovery), Mars remains a poker-faced worl The possibility of life on Mars is a subject of huge
interest in astrobiology due to its proximity and similarities to Earth. To date, no proof has been found of past or present life on Mars.
Cumulative evidence shows that during the ancient Noachian time period, the surface environment of Mars had liquid water and may
have been habitable for microorganisms. The existence of habitable conditions does not necessarily indicate the presence of life.

Search for Life on the Red Planet. Growing evidence points to a once-habitable worldâ€”and recent findings suggest that life could exist
on Mars today. Diana Kwon. Nov 30, 2017.Â In 1976, NASAâ€™s Viking 1 and 2 set down on Mars with the primary mission of
answering those questions. While the two landers discovered no clear signs of living microorganisms on the planetâ€™s barren surface,
photographs taken from orbit revealed geological features that suggested a once-watery environmentâ€”dry valleys that resembled
those created by rivers on Earth. â€œIf you assume that liquid water is all life needs, then this could count as the first evidence that life
might have been possible on Mars in the past,â€ says Alfonso Davila, a research scientist at NASA Ames Research Center in Calif
MESA, Arizonaâ€”Since the dawn of the space age NASA and other agencies have spent billions of dollars to reconnoiter
Marsâ€”assailing it with spacecraft flybys, photo-snapping orbiters and landers nose-diving onto its surface. The odds are good, many
scientists say, for the Red Planet being an extraterrestrial address for alien lifeâ€”good enough to sustain decadesâ€™ worth of landing
very expensive robots to ping it with radar, zap it with lasers, trundle across its terrain and scoop up its dirt. Yet against all odds (and
researchersâ€™ hopes for a watershed discovery), Mars remains a poker-faced worl

